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Spring 2017 SPP Faculty Colloquium Features Rolfe,
Tropp, Rice
This spring's line-up will include talks about such issues as campaign finance
reform, race relations, and the Supreme Court. Talks are the first Monday of
each month from 12:15-1:15 p.m. in Thompson 620. Additional information
about dates and speakers are available here and on SPP's events page.

SPP Pilots Beacon Hill Internship Program
Working with the offices of MA Senate President Stan Rosenberg and State
Senator Jennifer Flanagan, SPP interim director Charlie Schweik is helping to
develop a pilot program that places SPP students in academic year
internships at the state capitol in Boston. Mike Nicolson (MPP '17) is serving
as the first intern this spring.

SPP Goes to the Big Apple
SPP students visited New York City as part of a professional development
trip to talk and network with leaders at such agencies and organizations as
the United Nations, the NYC Department of Education, and consulting firm
Booz Allen Hamilton. Additional information and a photo album assembled by
SPP associate director Satu Zoller is available here.

Keel Challenge Minute Fund Reaches Goal
Thank you again to all donors to this fall's Minute Fund campaign, which
raised 100% of its $5,000 goal! The funds will be doubled by UMass alumna
Kristen Keel and support future SPP interns. Want to learn more about SPP
internships? Watch the video on SPP's YouTube Channel.

SPP Co-Sponsors Policy "Bootcamp" for STEM Doctoral
Students
A series of workshops this spring will help graduate students in science,
engineering, technology and math (STEM) better understand how they might
contribute to science-related policy. SPP faculty members Brenda Bushouse
and Henry Chang led the first workshop in January. Additional information,
including about other co-sponsors, is available here.
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Public Engagement Project Selects 2017 Faculty Fellows
Seven UMass faculty, including three members of the College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences, have been chosen as 2017 Public Engagement Project
Fellows and will work this spring to make their research more accessible to
the public. The School of Public Policy is a founding member of the Public
Engagement Project. The full story is available here.

New SPP Course on UAS Applications
A new course at SPP, co-taught by SPP interim director Charlie Schweik with
curricular support from Trillium Learning, will introduce students to potential
applications of unmanned aerial systems (UASs) in such policy-related areas
as the environment and disaster management. More here.

Misra, Lundquist Co-Author Inside Higher Ed Column
Joya Misra (sociology and public policy) and Jennifer Lundquist (sociology)
are co-authors of a series of advice columns for faculty in Inside Higher Ed.
Recent columns address faculty engagement with public issues and letters of
recommendation for colleagues seeking tenure and promotion. Past columns
can be retrieved here.

Pasha Publishes New Research in Public Administration
SPP faculty member Obed Pasha has publications forthcoming in
the American Review of Public Administration and Public Performance and
Management Review. Additional information is available here.

Badgett, Boutcher Awarded DOL Grant
The $249,967 award from the Department of Labor will enable former
CPPA/SPP director Lee Badgett (economics) and Steve Boutcher (sociology
and public policy) to examine gender identity and sexual orientation
discrimination among federal contractors. More about the grant can be found
here (reprinted from the Daily Hampshire Gazette).

McDermott, Tropp Featured in UMass Report on Research
2016
A collaboration between SPP faculty member Kathryn McDermott (education)
and SPP faculty associate Linda Tropp (psychological and brain sciences) is
featured in Research 2016, a publication highlighting some of UMass
Amherst's most innovative researchers. Full article available here (pp. 25-
27).

Mednicoff Conference Presentation, White Paper
David Mednicoff (public policy and Middle Eastern Studies) recently
presented a paper at a conference in Lebanon on social justice in the Arab
world sponsored by Princeton University and the American University of
Beirut. Mednicoff also recently published a white paper on rule of law
debates in a series distributed by the National University of Singapore.
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Alumni News:
Rebecca Balder '07 is now a Project Manager at the Health Policy Commission in Boston.

Natia Verulashvili '09 now lives in Palo Alto, CA, and works at the Norwegian startup Kudos, a
social media app designed specifically for kids. 

Phoebe Walker '11, Director of Community Services at the Franklin Regional Council of
Governments, is teaching Principles of Community Health Education at the UMass School of
Public Health this spring.

To see all of our news and events, please visit our website.
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